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Lead Member for Environment and Community Safety
Briefing
In line with advice from HM Government, the council is now holding only essential
meetings. This plays a part in helping us to maintain the safety of the public, staff and
councillors. These meetings are being held electronically and, unfortunately, you will
not be able to attend them.
However, the City Mayor has asked that, as far as possible, there is still public
involvement and input into the decision-making process.
Therefore, should you wish to raise a question or comment on any of the items listed,
which will be presented at the meeting on your behalf, you can do so in writing, by
sending an email to the address at the bottom of this agenda.
Please do this by 4.30pm on the day before the meeting is due to take place.
Decision notices or minutes from meetings will be available as appropriate. Should you
wish to view decisions taken meetings of the Cabinet and other Lead Member
Briefings, they will be available for viewing on the council website https://sccdemocracy.salford.gov.uk/mgDelegatedDecisions.aspx
Further information on the coronavirus and what it means for Salford can be found on
the council website - https://www.salford.gov.uk/coronavirus
DATE:

Monday, 13 July 2020

TIME:

9.30 am

VENUE:

Microsoft Teams Meeting

AGENDA
THE MEETING CAN BE ACCESSED VIA THE FOLLOWING LINK
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetupjoin/19%3ameeting_ODE2ZjExMmQtOTkwOS00MjdjLTk1NTgtMDZh
MGY2YWQzNmE4%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2
268c00060-d80e-40a5-b83f3b8a5bc570b5%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22573d04a0-0ae6-41ac938f-3d1aa4fc5fd1%22%2c%22IsBroadcastMeeting%22%3atrue%7d
1

Apologies

2

Declarations of Interest

3

Items for Decision - Part 1 (Open to the Public)

3a

Salford Hate Crime Plan 2020/23

4

Exclusion of the Public

5

Items for Decision - Part 2 (Closed to the Public)
No items

6

Any other business
Contact Officer:
Tel No:
E-Mail:

decisionmakingandscrutiny@salford.gov.uk

(Pages 1 - 26)

Agenda Item 3a
Part 1: Open to the Public – Item No.

REPORT OF: UPDATE OF HATE CRIME PLAN / GMCA survey.
TO Cllr Lancaster, Lead Member for Environment and Community
Safety.
ON 13/07/2020
TITLE: Salford Draft Hate Crime Plan 2020-23.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that Lead Member approves the proposed updates to Salford’s
Hate Crime plan in line with the GM plan priorities and include objectives from the
Community Safety Strategy (2020- 23) and ensure outcomes from the 2019 GMCA
Hate Crime survey are included / met.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
This paper outlines the proposed updates to the 2020-23 hate crime plan reflecting
GM and Salford Community Safety strategy updates and highlights any associated
risks and issues.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:








GM Hate Crime Plan.
Salford Community Safety Strategy for 2020 – 23.
Salford draft Community Cohesion Action Plan 2020 – 23.
GM hate crime priorities and the GMCA research results.
GMP EPICC Hate Crime Plan.
HM Government Action Against Hate, (due for update 2020).
HM Government Integrated Communities Action Plan.
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KEY DECISION: NO

DETAILS:
1. Background
As part of annual reviews of Salford Hate Crime Strategy updates have been
made to the plan that align with the outcomes of the Community Safety
Strategy, GM Hate Crime Plan and the outcomes of GMCA survey on hate
crime between October and December 2019. These are detailed in the
attached document
The new hate crime plan is in line with Community Safety Strategy for 2020 –
23 including:
 To implement the Hate Crime Plan and work with community and voluntary
organisations to develop more effective approaches to understanding, tackling
and preventing hate crimes and incidents in our communities.
 To deliver targeted interventions to raise awareness of hate crime and
encourage people to report this crime in safe and supportive local reporting
centres.
 To challenge the attitudes of offenders in relation to hate crime.
The GMCA survey response from Salford was 8% of the total returns (67 people
from 817 responses).
Key feedback:
Most agreed with 4 priorities:
1. Raise awareness of hate incidents and hate crime
2. Improve support for victims of hate incidents and hate crime
3. Increase reporting of hate incidents and hate crime
4. Prevent hate incidents and hate crime from happening
But also felt that there needed to be improvements:
A. Need for better enforcement by GMP.
B. Improving follow up by GMP.
C. Raising awareness through education, myth busting, promoting positive
stories.
D. Lack of confidence in reporting.
E. Monitoring hate crime against women and girls – propose at GM meeting and
look at implications and time scales.
F. Tackling right wing extremism.
In response to the survey…
Salford’s hate crime plan has been realigned with 4 priorities which is in step with the
proposed plans for joint GM Hate Crime plan, with borough variations.
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A. Working in partnership with GMP and other key organisations such as
Neighbourhood managers and housing providers the importance of the hate
crime reporting process has been established.
B. Working with GMP Victims Services Coordinator follow up from GMP has
been emphasized through training on hate crime for GMP Neighbourhood and
other partnership staff.
C. Raising awareness through education and promoting consistent messages are
a key part of the hate crime action plan. Myth busting opportunities will be
added to the plan in 2020.
D. The hate crime plan involves various approaches to improving confidence in
reporting. These include working in partnership with vulnerable communities to
promote positive stories to encourage reporting. Also, to build relationships
with trusted partners such as places of worship and community organisations
who can also promote the benefits of reporting.
E. The proposal to add the additional hate crime strand is being advocated by
GMCA and the GM Hate Crime partnership group and will explore the
feasibility options.
F. Tackling right wing extremism has been promoted to date through training,
from the Small Steps organisation and with future mediation training being
explored to promote confidence in challenging extremism.
Process and Timelines
 Consult with Lead Member, community cohesion and hate crime partners,
including GMP on draft plan – July / August 2020.


Add recommendations and share for action – September 2020.



Ongoing evaluation and annual review and redraft in 2023.

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: Salford Community Safety Strategy for 2020 – 23.

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS: The Hate Crime
Plans key purpose is to support Salford community members with protective
characteristics from hate crime and incidents. The necessity for a community impact
assessment (CIA) will be considered by the Community Cohesion Working group and
action taken in accordance with that decision.

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: Risks & Issues


Progress to date is based on partnership working and focused on areas of the
city with the highest levels of hate crime. From June 2019 GMP data on hate
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crime has not been available due to technical issues. This loss of focus and
momentum may have a detrimental effect on progress. Conversely external
hate crime monitoring organisations, Tell MAMA and CST for example, are
reporting high rates of online hate crime being reported to them in from March
2020.
Current closure of most reporting centres and GMP focus on current Covid-19
pandemic may mean that hate crime has been underreported from March
2020 thus, meaning hate crime victims have not been accessing support.
Potential rise in hate crime connected with pandemic, Black Lives Matters
campaign and EU Exit as lockdown continues the phased release.
The Covid-19 pandemic has led to some of the plan target dates being
amended.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: NA

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Denee Cassidy (Principle Policy
Officer, Policy & Partnerships) The Hate Crime plan is supported by
the Community Safety revenue budget, as specified in the plan.

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: NA
HR IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: NA

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: NA

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: NA
CONTACT OFFICER: Jo Rutter TEL NO: 07771791586
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WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: ALL
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Salford Hate Crime Action Plan 2020 - 23
1

Tackling Hate Crime in Salford
Introduction
Hate crime is defined as an offence against an individual motivated by race,
religion or faith, sexual orientation, disability, gender identity or appearance
and has a profound negative effect on people’s confidence and feelings of
safety. 1

People should not have to live in fear of being
verbally of physically abused because of the colour
of their skin, the way they dress or who they are.
They should be proud to be themselves”
Cllr David Lancaster
Lead Member for Environment and Community
Safety

Tackling hate crime is an important part of Salford’s Community Safety Strategy.
Combined with community cohesion the strategy’s overarching aim is to build safer,
stronger, more resilient communities in Salford and reduce the fear of crime.
Hate Crime is deeply detrimental to community cohesion. Left unchallenged it can erode communities and have a lasting impact on
individuals who are victims of prejudice and hate related incidents and those that witness them.
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Salford’s communities are changing and so we need to continue to work in partnership to integrate communities, promote community
cohesion and sustainability.
As a partnership we have worked hard to increase reporting of these crimes and to improve our responses to victims, working closely
with third party reporting centres and wider community organisations to support people to report and deal with the impacts of hate
crime.
The hate crime plan is in line with Community Safety Strategy for 2020 – 23 including:




To implement the Hate Crime Plan and work with community and voluntary organisations to develop more effective approaches
to understanding, tackling and preventing hate crimes and incidents in our communities.
To deliver targeted interventions to raise awareness of hate crime and encourage people to report this crime in safe and
supportive local reporting centres.
To challenge the attitudes of offenders in relation to hate crime.

1 Adapted from the CPS definition of hate crime: https://www.cps.gov.uk/hate-crime (2020)

2
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protected characteristics list, as some police
forces in the UK have already done.

4

Communities …
Over recent years, different communities have emerged in Salford, in some part as a result of the dispersal of asylum seekers
by the Home Office but also international migration to the UK following the extension of the European Union. Salford is seen
as an attractive area due to employment opportunities, close proximity to Manchester and lower housing costs.
The majority of BAME people live in East and central Salford with the largest ethnic minority community being our Polish
community (based on 2011 Census). There is a significant representation of Gypsy Roma Traveller and Show people
communities in Salford, numbering several hundred. These communities live in designated council owned or private sites (4
in total), private land or in bricks and mortar.
As the EU Exit situation evolves, the effect on communities will be monitored and partnership support continued.
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Challenges and going forward …
While Salford is a progressive city, achieving a more cohesive city has challenges.
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Reduced resources – both financial and non-financial across all sectors leading to
greater poverty.
Hate crime continues to be sited as an issue for a number of communities.
Range of national and international incidents in relation to violent extremism is
reported daily and often dominate the media
A number of estates across Salford report an anecdotal undercurrent of racism and
discriminatory attitudes which are not visible in datasets of agencies.
Over recent years, there has been an increase in far-right activity on social media
which aims to undermine cohesion
The recent referendum saw a rise in political rhetoric which highlights immigration
and invites people openly proportion blame to minority communities.

Despite this, partners from across Salford continue to work together to tackle hate crime
and improve community cohesion through consistent practice, partnership working and
innovative approaches.

This will be carried forward into Salford’s new Hate Crime Action Plan which builds
on this practice, taking onboard the following national and local plans:

Demographics








Salford’s Community Safety Strategy for 2020 – 23.
Salford’s
population
continues
to grow
a rapid pace.
Salford
Community
Cohesion
Action
Plan at
2020.
GM hate crime priorities and the GMCA research results.
In 2019, 259,000 people lived in Salford, an increase of 42,000 since 2001. By 2041 it is estimated
GMP EPICC Hate Crime Plan & Procedure.
301,000 people will live in Salford, a further increase of 42,000 people or 16%.
HM Government Action Against Hate, (due for update 2020).
HM Government
Integrated
Communities
Action Plan
Projected
population
Salford population
2019-2041

2019 =
259,000

2041 =
301,000

INCREASED BY 19%
Since 2001

INCREASED BY 16%

Projected households
with dependent
children will
INCREASE BY 18%

6

The people who live in our city come from increasingly diverse backgrounds – this has increased from
5% of the population in 2001 to 19% in 2016. It is not unreasonable to expect Salford’s BAME

Dominant demographics in Salford – Household types by Output Area
Salford is home to 61
of the 90 ethnic
groups detailed within
the census, however,
they are not evenly
distributed across the
city which has resulted
in areas of the city
experiencing greater
population shifts in
terms of diversity than
others.

Based on largest age band, ethnicity group, multiple deprivation score and Mosaic type within each area, 2011-2015
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In Broughton one third
of residents are from a
BAME background
compared with
Walkden South at just
6%.

7

What the Statistics Say …
Nationally, in 2018/19 there were 103,379 hate crimes recorded by the police compared to 94,121 recorded in the previous year. This
is an increase of 9.84% shown in table 1. This is less than the percentage increase from the previous year of 17%.
An increase in the number of hate crimes reported is generally considered positive, however, sharp spikes in hate crime occur after
national or international incidents relating to extremism such as the Manchester Arena attack or tensions following political changes
such as EU exit.
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Table 1 above
Table 1 above also shows the total number of hate crimes recorded by the police for England and Wales from 2011/12 – 2018 /19. Racially
motivated offences have consistently accounted for the majority of all reported hate crimes since the data began getting analyzed in 2011. It can
also be seen from the 2018/19 data hate crime with a transgender marker has increased more than other areas but increases in reporting can be
seen across all areas.

8

Local Authority
Manchester
Salford
Oldham
Rochdale
Bolton
Bury
Tameside
Trafford
Wigan
Stockport
GM Wide

Hate Crime
Apr 2018 - March 2019
2017/18
2018/19
Total
Rate
Total
4,190
7.65
3,137
897
3.53
1,082
854
3.62
865
839
3.81
756
884
3.10
955
621
3.27
627
589
2.62
699
542
2.29
550
523
1.60
616
580
1.99
503
10,550
3.75
9,826

Rate
5.73
4.25
3.67
3.44
3.35
3.30
3.10
2.33
1.89
1.72
3.49

%
Change
-25
21
1
-10
8
1
19
1
18
-13
-7
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Rates based on 2018 ONS Mid Year Estimates

The data for 2018-19 now includes hate incidents which are now coded as a crime. This means that figures used in the previous report
for 2018/19 are lower than those for in the current document.
Table 2
Salford has the 2nd highest number of reported hate crimes in Greater Manchester, however, for both years this falls within the Greater
Manchester wide average. Increases hate crime recorded by the Police are due to a combination of causal factors. An increased level of
reporting is due to improved level of hate crime awareness as a result of factors such as the Hate Crime awareness weeks and
improvements made by the police into their identification and recording of hate crime offences rather than a genuine increase in hate
crimes.

9
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Hate Marker Flag
Alternative subculture hate marker flag
Disability hate marker flag
Race hate marker flag
Race and disability hate marker flag
Race and religion hate marker flag
Race and religion and sexual orientation hate marker
flag
Race and sexual orientation hate marker flag
Race and transgender hate marker flag
Religion hate marker flag
Religion and disability hate marker flag
Religion and sexual orientation hate marker flag
Sexual orientation hate marker flag
Sexual orientation and disability hate marker flag
Transgender hate marker flag
Total

2015/2016
2
20
419
92

2016/2017
3
27
525
1
89

4

5

48

53

1
74

1
81
1
2
788

1
661

2017/2018
2
27
546
101
1
2
1
95
1
108
13
897

2018/2019
15
51
677
2
95

Total
22
125
2,167
3
377

3
6

4
17
1
296
1
2
386
2
25
3,428

100

123
1
9
1,082

Table 3 * where individual hate crimes are assigned by GMP to both race and religion markers.
The figures above show the count (and %) of hate crimes recorded by the police measured from April to March in each year). The
reports by hate motivator, on the whole, are not comparable to the national data sets. The most notable variances are in relation to the
lower number of reports relating to disability and transgender hate crime. The 2018/19 figures to date are showing increases in both of
these strands but remains to be significantly lower than GM and nationally. The figures also show that there has been a significant
increase in the reporting of hate crime against all markers, specifically disability and alternative subculture hate crime.
Greater Manchester Police also have additional flags in relation to incidents which are anti-semitic, islamophobic, gypsy, asylum seeker
and migrant worker. This data is included in table 3.
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Flags
Anti-Semitic flag
Anti-Semitic flag/Asylum seeker flag/Migrant worker flag
Asylum seeker flag
Gypsy traveller flag
Islamophobic flag
Islamophobic flag/Anti-Semitic flag
Islamophobic flag/Asylum seeker flag
Islamophobic flag/Asylum seeker flag/Migrant worker flag
Islamophobic flag/Migrant worker flag
Migrant worker flag
Total

2015/2016
116

2016/2017
81

2017/2018
80

1
2
30

2
2
27
1

2
1
45
1

2018/2019
96
1
5
2
40
2
2

1

149

5
118

4
134

2
6
156

Total
373
1
10
7
142
4
2
1
2
15
557
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Table 4 Shows details of the hate crimes in table 3.
Over the last three financial years the wards of Kersal, Broughton and Irwell Riverside have recorded the highest levels of offences of
hate crime in Salford. The largest proportion of incidents are categorised as public fear, alarm and distress which includes racial abuse
being shouted from passing vehicles and also from offenders walking down the street.
According to GMP hate crime data, the majority of the hate crime offences in Broughton and Kersal were targeted towards the Jewish
Community. This included those crimes where the victim’s religion was specified as Jewish or whereby the text of the crime referred to
the Jewish Community.
Salford’s Jewish community regularly appears as an “at risk community” and features as a hotspot in terms of reported hate crime
incidents. A research project, conducted by Interlink, identified that 45% of people interviewed had been a victim of hate crime.
The Community Safety Trust (CST) Anti-Semitic Incident report states that there is significant underreporting of anti-Semitic incidents to
both CST and the Police, and that the number of anti-Semitic incidents that took place is significantly higher than the number recorded.
A steady increase in Islamophobic hate crime can also be seen from these figures, further work will be required with partners to support
Salford’s Muslim communities to ensure that hate crime is understood and reported and to enhance community cohesion.
Although an accurate projection of underreported incidents is not possible, research shows the estimated under reporting rates could
be as high as 76% for some minority communities, meaning that only 1 in 4 incidents are reported.1
1 University of Huddersfield Research (2016) Researchers develop new hate crimes reporting systems to provide authorities with a clearer picture of the level of abuse
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Hate Crime
Action Plan
2020 - 23
Salford Hate Crime Action
Plan 2020 - 23 focuses on:
•

Raise Awareness

•

Improve Support for
Victims

Some of our achievements...
Through the implementation of Salford’s hate crime action plan, we have
worked closely across sectors and communities to increase the reporting
of hate crime.
Active involvement of children and young people in
recognising and challenging hate
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•

Increase reporting

•

Prevention

Respect, Don’t Hate Project extended to further
schools
Salford’s Youth Council – active in rolling out the
Don’t Hate, educate resources
Promoting the delivery of national programmes in
schools, including Stand Up! Education and the
Anne Frank Trust.

Working with community partners to use data and plan
targeted interventions to reduce the risk of hate crime.
 Focusing on areas of highest reported hate crime to
raise awareness and prevent hate crime.
 Relaunching reporting centres through offering
refresher training and presenting certificates to
partners including housing providers and gateways
at our first hate crime event.
 Working in partnership with GMP and community
partners to monitor tensions, promote awareness
and improve confidence.

12

Gateway managers receive Reporting Centre
certificates at our first hate crime awareness
event with CVS. The certificates were awarded
by GMP’s Salford Hate Crime Champion, Insp
Bev Catterall and Cllr Lancaster (Lead Member
for Environment & Community Safety) to all
reporting centres who had attended refresher
training delivered in Autumn – Spring 2019/20.

Community based activities and events
to build cohesion and challenge
prejudice, hate and stereotypes
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Civic commemoration event to mark Holocaust
Memorial Day annually since 2012
Participation in Manchester Pride and Pink Picnic
including distribution of hate crime reporting
material since 2008
Celebrate a wide range key dates in the equality
calendar such as Refugee Week, Gypsy Roma
Traveller History Month, Black History Month
Cohesion Champions Network
Hate Crime Awareness Weeks – annually since
2013 (local and national)
Community dialogue session between communities
to relieve tensions and build understanding

IYSS 'Special Snowflake interactive activity' for GM hate
crime awareness week 2020.

Changes in policy, strategy and
practice






GMP PCSOs raise awareness in the community

13

Recognition of prejudice related bullying in
schools and inclusion in Salford’s Anti Bullying
Strategy.
Hate Crime remains a strategic priority within
the Community Safety Plan.
Internal hate crime reporting systems for
members of staff.
Strong relationships with 3rd sector with
improved links through SCVS.

Hate Crime Action Plan Objectives 2020/21

Strategic Priority 1: Raise awareness of hate incidents and hate crime
Core Objectives:





Raise awareness of how to recognise hate crime and incidents through a coordinated campaign across GM.
Promote the work of the hate crime action plan to all communities / partner agencies to increase reporting and confidence
Develop a No Bystanders campaign to tackle prejudice and indifference before it escalates into hate crime through promoting Let’s End
Hate Crime and #WeStandTogether.
Exploring opportunities for external grant funding for projects.

OBJECTIVE

ACTIONS

BY
WHEN

BY WHO

PERFORMANCE
MEASURES

FUNDING

Take part in GM Twice a
coordinated
year and
campaigns
as
needed
Comms plan to
Started
include GM
spring
materials but build 2019
on this to produce
case studies (with
success stories and
myth busting
opportunities.
Develop a No Bystanders
As part of GM HCA Ongoing
campaign
week, plus cultural
Using Let’s End Hate Crime awareness sessions
and #WeStandTogether.
to tackle prejudice.

P&P / CVS

Number of VSCE
groups taking part
and
number
of
people reached.
Increased hate crime
comms through a
variety of mediums.

GMCA / GMP planning
funding for GM for
Oct
HCAW.
2020 and
Feb 2021.
Published
Active
electronically but
may be needed
to disseminate

SCC / GMP

Increased reporting For marketing
in priority areas

Promote and engage with

SCC / GMP

Monthly comms via Funding
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Maximize reach and
reinforce consistent
messaging on hate crime
across GM.
Develop a communication
strategy to bring together
campaign messages across
partners, promote
awareness to all including
potential perpetrators.

Establish

regular Ongoing

SCC
Comms
team

14

STATUS

UPDATE
/
PROGRESS
Annual plan.

For completion
Oct 2020 with
ongoing
updates

Ongoing

Ongoing

not Ongoing

Ongoing

research into hate crime
to support understanding.

In partnership exploring
one off, new and annual
sources of external
funding for hate crime
projects.

opportunities
to
research
and
request
information from
partners
Ensure funding is a Ongoing
regular
agenda
item at Community
Cohesion / Hate
Crime partnership
meetings.

/ partners

systems such as required
Teams or newsletter.

SCC / GMP
/ CVS /
partners

External funding used
for
hate
crime
projects in Salford.
Amount of money
and
how
many
people reached.
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Current bid for Ongoing
£62000
in
partnership with
YMCA.

Joint bid with
YMCA for HO
and CIN funding
for work in
colleges, 2020.

Strategic Priority 2: Provide an effective response for victims
Core Objectives:






Provide support for victims and witnesses and appropriate referrals to support services
Ensure a consistent partnership response to all incidents of hate crime, particularly repeat victims
Promote a successful resolution and where not possible realistic
Endorsing the Let’s End Hate Crime website as a place to access services that offer counselling and emotional support, advocacy and assistance
with reporting hate crime
Providing effective training to frontline practitioners, for example police officers, local authorities and Third-Party Reporting Centres, to enable
them to make appropriate referrals to support services

ACTIONS

Understand the
victims’ journey
from reporting to
outcome
Ensure better take
up of victim support
services through
training to enable
effective referrals.

To develop case studies as Summer GMP / SCC
part of Comms plan with 2020
Victims Services.
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OBJECTIVE

Work with partners
to develop targeted
support for areas
with high levels of
hate crime,
including repeat
victims.

BY
WHEN

BY WHO

PERFORMANCE FUNDING
MEASURES

UPDATE /
PROGRESS

/ Budget not Ongoing
required

Review Oct 2020

Statistics from VS Resources
Ongoing
services.
spend £1500
2019/20 CS
budget,
same
needed
20/21.
Developed East action plan, From
GMP / SCC / Plan that becomes Budget not Ongoing
with move onto central summer partners
integrated
into required
Salford.
2019
locality.
LPDG to raise and support
More
victims
repeat victims.
supported.

Review Oct 2020

Look at how GMP / other From
GMP / SCC
partners offer and increase Summer Simon
Mapp
understanding in reporting 2019
centres and to GMP, SCC
and VSE staff.

16

Information
comms shared

STATUS

Review Oct 2020

Strategic Priority 3: Increase reporting of hate crime and incidents:
Core objectives:


Providing regular support to Third Party Reporting Centres and other services where victims can report hate crime



Providing a range of reporting systems, tools and promotional materials.



Raising awareness of what constitutes a hate incident or hate crime and how to report it through training, information updates
and case studies.

ACTIONS

Improve engagement with
reporting centres through
regular support

List checked
GMP / GMCA.

Support and develop
reporting centres so they
are providing a consistent
response but also to
provide safe places / routes

Offer
ongoing As
training for new needed.
staff and as a
refresher.

To promote awareness of
reporting at third party
centres.

As part of comms As
plan
support needed.
centres to use and
develop
consistently
branded materials.
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OBJECTIVE

BY
WHEN
by Annually

BY WHO

PERFORMANCE
MEASURES

GMP

Reports from and
interactions
with
centres. Support for
comms.

FUNDING

STATUS UPDATE /
PROGRESS

For training and Active
Grants available
for activities and
publicity
annually.
GMP / SCC Training offered in Budget
not Ongoing
/ partners partnership
with required
GMP /Simon Mapp.
Number attending –
centres and staff
attending.
P&P
/ More reports made Funding for SCC Active
comms / via centres;
Gateways.
GM
information given
out.

17

Ongoing.

Review May
2021

Review Jan
2021

Strategic Priority 4: Build strong and resilient communities to prevent hate crime
Core Objectives:
 Develop more effective approaches to understanding, tackling and preventing hate crimes and incidents in our communities
 Prevent hate crime through education and value the role of young people
 Understand Salford communities through research and partnership
 Promote community cohesion, integration and community resilience.
 Ensure links to Salford Prevent Action Plan and Cohesion Strategy
 Supporting communities to confront extremism to challenge the attitudes of perpetrators
 Working in partnership to tackle online hate crime.

ACTIONS

BY
WHEN

BY
WHO

Prevent hate crime
through education
and value the role of
young people

To promote a range of
programs in schools,
colleges and youth
provision that promotes
respect and understanding
of hate crime.

Ongoing

Schools,
IYSS,
CVS.

Review existing
processes to
identify, monitor
and respond to
community tensions

Discuss at PDG, with Dec
Neighborhood managers & 2020
Cohesion working group
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OBJECTIVE

Continue to develop Through engagement to
our understanding of improve relationships and

From
Dec

PERFORMANCE FUNDING STATUS UPDATE
MEASURES
PROGRESS

Numbers
of Respect
Ongoing
children
and program
young
people delivered
reached.
by IYSS –
ARIS
funded
2019/20.
SCC
/ For partners to Budget not Ongoing
partners regularly
required
contribute
to
tensions
monitoring
process.
P&P,
Up
to
date Budget not Ongoing
GMP,
information,
required

18

/

Online version under
development.
Delivery on hold (Covid19).

Ongoing

Ongoing

links with high risk
communities and building
community confidence in
the reporting system and
follow up actions and
support.

Delivery of Salford’s
Community
Cohesion Strategy &
Prevent Action Plan

Develop
and
review Ongoing
strategy & action plan.
Adapt to changing priorities
and partners challenges

Identify key dates
and develop
appropriate media
messages e.g. Pride,
Ramadan, High Holy
Days
Develop a series of
religious & cultural
forums around
themes.

Calendar
developed. Annually SCC P&P Annual calendar.
Internal media messages As
team
Intranet pages.
for culturally significant needed
dates.

Raising awareness of
extremist rhetoric
and supporting
challenge

Proving
training
and Ongoing SCC/
information, for example
GMP
Small Steps,
Explore mediation training
for community partners.
Circulate grant information Annually P&P
through networks and
discuss application process
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emerging local
communities
through
engagement.

Support PoW to
access funding to
reduce hate crime.

20210

Working
with
Jewish Spring
Forum, Muslim Forum and 2021
Salford Interfaith Network
to identify participants.

Partners contacts and data.

All

P&P
CCG

Plan / strategy See
shared
with Prevent
relevant partners Plan.
and scrutinized.

Ongoing

Electronic
Active
so
not
needed

/ Series of events – Not
Active
Spring 2021.
needed at
this stage,
maybe for
final audio
/ video.
Number
of HO
Active
training
funding.
attendances and
people reached.
PoW applying and HO
accessing
HO funding.
funding.

19

Annual

Ongoing / to be
restructured as part of
review of Community
Cohesion
working
group.
Completed for 2020 and
to be done annually.

For completion 2021.

Ongoing 2020/21

Ongoing

with PoW.
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